
PS5 - Algo Rhythms

COMP110: Introduction to Programming - Spring 2018

Pages 2 and 3 due Thursday 4/5 at 11:59pm, Page 4 due Sunday, April 8th at 11:59pm

1 Sort anything with this one simple trick...

The world’s 2nd worst magic trick, as performed in lecture, was none other than a fundamental sorting
algorithm whose secrets will be revealed to you in this problem set. Amaze your friends, inspire strangers,
and mystify your lovers with this amazing party trick.

2 But first, a puzzling game.

The goal of this game is to sort an array of numbers. In addition to the numbers, there are two pieces: a
hat (triangle) and a dot. There are only two moves in this riveting game.

Jump! causes the hat (triangle) to move forward one position. It also jumps the dot to hat’s new position.

7 6 8 3

Jump!

7 6 8 3

Drop it! causes the dot’s number to drop back one position. The dot drops back with its number. The
hat (triangle) remains fixed in the same position.

7 6 8 3

Drop it!

7 8 6 3

Drop it!

8 7 6 3

These are the only two moves.
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3 Practice Puzzles

For the following puzzles, your goal is to sort the numbers in ascending (lowest to highest) order. The
hat’s final position must be on the last element of the array. You can only apply the two moves
described before (Jump! and Drop it!) to make progress. At each step, write in the name of the next move
on the blank line. Then, fill in the resulting numbers and location of the dot and hat after the move is
applied. Repeat until sorted.

Puzzle 1.

5 3 7 6

Puzzle 2.

4 2 1 3

Puzzle 3.

9 8 5 0

Read those moves aloud and you basically have a lit dance song.
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4 The Logic Behind the Magic

Question 1. In the following parts, write boolean expressions to represent the conditions described.
Your expressions may make use of any of the following variables and values:

A is the array of numbers.

0 the first index of array A.

A.length is the size of the array of numbers, which was 4 in each puzzle.

hat is the current index {0, 1, ..., AA.length−1} of the hat in A.

dot is the current index {0, 1, ..., AA.length−1} of the dot in A.

Adot is the number value at the index dot in A.

Adot−1 is the number value of the element just before index dot.

1.1 Jump! moves hat forward by one. Using hat as one of the two terms needed, write a boolean
expression that is true after each Jump!, but would be false if you were to Jump! again after solving a
puzzle. Hint: This condition ensures hat is a valid index.

1.2 What two conditions were true that led you to choosing to Drop it!? State these conditions as boolean
expressions. One condition should make use of dot as a term, the other condition should make use of Adot.
Hint: One of these conditions ensures dot will be a valid index after a Drop it! move.

1.

2.

Question 2. Come up with your own puzzle array, with a length of four, that is solved using only one
Drop it! move. The hat and dot must begin at index 0. Write it down below. How many Jump! moves
are required to complete it? Hint: Use your conditions in 1.2 to help you design your puzzle.

Question 3. What is the maximum number of Drop it! moves needed to solve a puzzle array with
length four? Come up with a puzzle array that requires that many.

Question 4. Describe in English what about a starting array of numbers compared with another of the
same length makes it simpler or more complex in terms of the number of steps required to solve?
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5 Programming the Algorithm

In the src folder of your COMP110 workspace, create a new folder named ps05-algo-rhythms. In the
folder, create a new file named magic-app.ts. Add the honor code header, the same as previous
assignments, and fill in your name and onyen. Import the print function from introcs. In this
program you must implement the three functions described below.

5.0 main Declare and export a function named main as you have all semester. Add a call to main at the
very end of your program. You will add test cases to your main function as you implement the next two
functions.

5.1 sortDot The purpose of this function is to drop Adot back to its correct position among the numbers
before it, until it is correctly sorted. Declare and export a void function named sortDot. It has two inputs:

• a - an array of numbers, A

• dot - the current index of dot

This function should implement the same logic you applied before every Jump! move. In the main

function, setup variables and calls to sortDot that test your implementation. You are encouraged to
implement this function in two steps:

First, express the idea of a single Drop it! move in code. Hint: how are two variables swapped with one
another? Here you’re not swapping variables, you’re swapping Adot with Adot−1 and updating dot’s value.

Then, use a loop to repeat the above Drop it! logic until you no longer can or should. Hint: you’ve already
thought through the conditions in which you can and should drop in Question 1.2 .

5.2 jumpHat This function sorts A and reveals the algorithm behind the world’s 2nd worst magic trick.
Declare and export a void function named jumpHat. It has one input:

• a - an array of numbers, A

This function should loop a counting variable representing hat through the indices of A. In a Jump! move,
hat changes. Where is this change to hat expressed in your loop? When do you stop the Jump! loop?
Hint: you thought through this logic in Question 1.1.

In the loop, before modifying hat to Jump!, make use of sortDot to move Adot to its correctly sorted
position in A.

Setup array variables, test cases, and print statements in your main function to test your implementation.
Try using the puzzles you came up with in questions 2 and 3.

Hand-in This problem set has two submitted parts:

1. Scan ONLY pages 2 and 3 of this write-up and submit them in order on Gradescope.

2. Publish and submit ps05-algo-rhythms/magic-app.ts once autograding opens.
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